Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) have given the ability to model complex spatial and temporal dependencies in traffic data and improve the performance of predictions. In many studies, however, features that can represent the transportation networks such as speed limit, distance, and flow direction are overlooked. Learning without these structural features may not capture spatial dependencies and lead to low performance especially on roads with unusual characteristics. To address this challenge, we suggest a novel GCN structure that can incorporate multiple weights at the same time. The proposed model, Multi-Weight Traffic Graph Convolutional Networks (MW-TGC) conduct convolution operation on traffic data with multiple weighted adjacency matrices and combines the features obtained from each operation. The spatially isolated dimension reduction operation is conducted on the combined features to learn the dependencies among the features and reduce the size of output to a computationally feasible level. The output of multi-weight graph convolution is given to the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to learn temporal dependencies. Experiment on two real-world datasets for 5min average speed of Seoul is conducted to evaluate the performance. The result shows that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art models and reduces the inconsistency of prediction among roads with different characteristics.
Introduction
Traffic forecasting problem is a research area in transportation engineering that has flourished over the last couple of decades (Ermagun and Levinson 2018) , and started to garner broader research interest as a key technical enabler of the adaptive traffic management (Ermagun and Levinson 2018) . The earliest efforts employed various statistical methods such as linear regression (Sun et al. 2003) , Vector Auto-Regressive (VAR) (Chandra and Al-Deek 2009) , and Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) (Williams and Hoel 2003) . Although these methods produced promising results, recent development in deep learning techniques *Corresponding author: yoonjin@kaist.ac.kr enabled to model the non-linearity of spatio-temporal traffic data, improving the scope and performance of the forecasting significantly. Following the earlier efforts that implemented stacked auto-encoders (Lv et al. 2014 ) and deep belief networks (Huang et al. 2014) , many variations of deep learning model have been adopted in the field of traffic forecasting research. Time dependent nature of traffic data have been applied to either RNN-based models Ma et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2017; Yao et al. 2018) or convolution layers to model temporal dependencies (Ma et al. 2017; Yu, Yin and Zhu 2018) .
Recent surge in the theory and experiments on Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) has an important implication to the traffic forecasting research, as the graph-centric structure is embedded in the transportation system. There are several notable works that proposed various Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) models for traffic forecasting problems, and demonstrated performance improvement (Cui et al. 2018; Lee and Rhee 2019; Li et al. 2018; Yu, Yin and Zhu 2018; Diao et al. 2019; Yao et al. 2019) . However, the majority of the current studies with GCN adheres to the distance measure as the weight for the adjacency matrix, which lacks to model the dynamic nature of the traffic network. The traffic network possesses various road characteristics such as speed limit, heading direction, and number of lanes, which may affect the flow, speed, and density on specific roads and their neighbors. To fully address the dynamicity in a traffic network and model spatial non-linearity, it is necessary to build a model that can take advantage of multiple weighted graphs in a single architecture.
In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning model: Multi-Weight Traffic Graph Convolutional Networks(MW-TGC). MW-TGC can process traffic graph convolution operation with various types of weights within a feasible amount of time, and effectively model the sptiao-temporal heterogeneity of traffic nodes and edges. The main contribution of our paper is as follows:
• We developed a genuine GCN framework that incorporates various types of a network's structural features and to capture the temporal and spatial variations of graph elements of urban traffic networks. Specifically, we constructed a weighted graph using speed limit, distance and angle, and experimented with the real-world traffic data in two distinctive urban geometry; urban-core with similar link length and speed limit, urban-mix with heterogeneous link length and speed limit.
• MW-TGC not only outperforms the comparable models but also reduces variance both in the homogeneous urbancore and heterogeneous urban-mix network, showing robust performance in the mixed environment of low, mid and high-speed limit segments.
Related Works Deep learning-based traffic forecasting
Over the last half a decade, deep learning-based models have been actively applied to the traffic forecasting problem to model non-linear spatio-temporal features in traffic data. Following the earliest works based on stacked auto-encoders (Lv et al. 2014 ) and deep belief networks (Huang et al. 2014) , researchers have tried to build various deep learning models that can appropriately capture the spatio-temporal dependencies of traffic data. Ma et al. (2017) treated speed data matrix as images and applied CNN to capture both spatial and temporal dependencies. Liu, Wang and Zhu (2018) used CNN for spatial feature extraction and introduced Gated CNN structure for temporal feature extraction. In other studies, RNN based models such as LSTM and GRU have been adopted to learn temporal dependencies Ma et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2017; Yao et al. 2018; Yao et al. 2019) . In several studies, data from the past days and weeks are adopted to model the longer-term dependencies of traffic data Liu, Wang and Zhu 2018; Yao et al. 2019 ).
Graph Convolution Networks
In an effort to appropriately handle the special characteristics of graph-structured data with deep learning, Graph Convolutional Networks(GCN) have been suggested, and widely used in many applications such as image classification, citation network analysis, and traffic forecasting (Bruna et al. 2013; Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016; Kipf and Welling 2016; Cui et al. 2018; Lee and Rhee 2019, Li et al. 2018; Yu, Yin and Zhu 2018; Diao et al. 2019 
Preliminaries Traffic Network
In our framework, a traffic network is defined as a graph structure G = (V, E, ), where V is a finite set of |V| = N nodes, and E is a finite set of edges, representing the connection between the nodes. ∈ ℝ N×N is the adjacency matrix of graph G, where an entry of the matrix a i,j = 1, if there exists an edge e k between node i and node j. Each node of traffic network G produces signals x t 1 , … , x t N ∈ ℝ c , at time t where c is the number of features for the signals.
Traffic Forecasting
Suppose traffic speed data is generated as graph signals on traffic network G. At each time step t, = {x t 1 , … , x t N } ∈ ℝ N×1 is defined on the network. Given time t, and graph G, traffic forecasting problem is defined as finding a model that predicts the traffic speed, using past data, by minimizing the error between the predicted data and actual data in the training dataset.
H:
where h is the number of time steps to use as input of the model, and T p is the length of the predicting horizon.
Traffic Graph Convolution
In our study, we adopt the traffic graph convolution(TGC) presented in Cui et al. 2018 . Advantage of TGC compared to spectral graph convolution and its approximated variations (Bruna et al. 2013; Defferrard et al. 2016; Kipf and Welling 2016) is that it has a weight parameter between every pair of node and thus can more specifically represent the relationship for connections between nodes of the traffic network graph. Also, even with the increased number of parameters, the computation time for TGC remains at a similar level, due to the element-wise product and sparsity of the weight matrix.
The first step of TGC is to define the k-rank (k-th order) adjacency matrix, in which , ≥ 0 if node i and node j are connected by k edges. The k-rank adjacency matrix can be simply found by k-th product of 1-rank adjacency matrix, k = ∏ =1 . Then, we define k-rank weighted adjacency matrix as ̃= Bi( + ) (2) where Bi(•) is a function to confine values of elements of + between 0 and 1. Clipping procedure is done in our work to adjust the various weighted adjacency matrices within the same scale. Then the k-rank graph convolution with weighted adjacency matrix W c , can be defined as
where ⊙ denotes Hadamard product, or the element-wise matrix multiplication, W gc k ∈ ℝ N×N denotes the learnable k-rank weight parameter matrix for k-rank adjacency matrix, and X t ∈ ℝ N×1 denotes the input traffic value (i.e. speed) at time t. When c types of weights and up to n-rank adjacency are considered, the output of TGC operation on graph signal at time t would be
Multi-Weight Traffic Graph Convolutional Networks (MW-TGC) Weight Matrix Generation
A traffic network graph, just like many other graphs, can have various types of weight for consideration. Most previous studies consider the distance as the sole weight of a traffic network (Yu, Yin and Zhu, 2018; Cui et al. 2018; ). However, we introduce a few more types of weight and a model to collectively incorporate the various weight matrices.
Distance Distance is one of the most important weight when inducing weight on the adjacency matrix of a traffic network graph. We define the distance between node i and node j, to be the linear distance between the centers of the two nodes, and the distance weighted adjacency matrix can be formed as,
The metric for distance is in meters, and σ 2 is a threshold to control the distribution of the distance weight. We used 1,000 for the value of σ, having the same effect as transforming the metric into kilometers.
Speed limit
In urban driving, roads with various characteristics exist. Among the many features, a representative one is speed limit and for drivers, it is a critical factor on choices of paths. If all other factors remain the same, a driver would normally choose to use a road with higher speed limit. Also, the speed limits for the roads in a traffic network are set for their purposes. Specifically, for Seoul, speed limit of 80km/h, 60km/h, and 30km/h represents city highway, urban arterial roads, and more narrow roads, respectively. We implemented 3 types of weights using speed limit as follows.
• Speed limit-ratio: To give larger weight to the moving direction from a road with lower speed limit to a road with higher speed limit, the speed limit ratio weighted matrix can be formed as w sl r = j j (6)
• Speed limit-category: To give larger weight to the roads with higher speed limit, the speed limit category weighted matrix sl can be formed as w ij sl = j (7) • Speed limit-change: To give weights at the edges where speed limit changes, the speed limit varying point weighted matrix ℎ can be formed as w sl ch = 1 ≠ j (8) With our best knowledge, this is first attempt to utilize the speed limit with graph convolution based traffic forecasting studies.
Angle When encounter an intersection while driving, road users would prefer to take a road link that preserves one's driving direction, rather than a link that forces one to take a turn. For the roads that are connected by ranks higher than 1, we extract the end position value of former road from the start and end position values of the latter one, and calculated the angle using the vectors. The angle θ ij between link i and j is defined as shown in figure 1. After θ ij is defined, the angle weighted matrix can be formed as
Figure 1. Defining the angle between two link vectors
Plain Although overlooked by many previous studies, plain adjacency matrix in fact can have significant meaning especially in higher ranks. In higher rank adjacency matrices, indicate the number of alternative paths from node i to j. For this reason, the plain adjacency matrix for rank k is used as one of weighed adjacency matrix used in multi-weight graph convolutional model. When all the weights and directions are counted, we finally obtain (number of weights) * (number of flow direction) weighted adjacency matrices for each rank.
Traffic Graph Convolution with Multi Weight
Our key interest in constructing a GCN for traffic forecasting problem is to build a model that can consider multiple types of weights of traffic networks, specified in the previous subsection. For this purpose, our graph convolution module consists of two parts as shown in figure 2. The first part, figure 2A , is implementation of TGC explained in the previous section. After the TGC operation, ReLU non-linear activation function is applied to the TGC output, {k} ∈ ℝ N×(c * n) , where c is (the number of types of weight * 2), and n is the number of ranks considered.
The next part, figure 2B , is the Dimension Reduction Convolution(DRC) for TGC. Since we use multiple weighted adjacency matrices, the TGC output can have too large to directly be the input for temporal feature extraction. Thus, the purpose of this part is to reduce the size of TGC output to computationally feasible size. In {k} ∈ ℝ N×(c * n) , each row v GC {k} ( ) ∈ ℝ , ( = 1, … , ) contains the spatially extracted information of node i, from the adjacent nodes. To preserve this information within each row (or node), convolution operation with kernel Г ∈ ℝ C out ×1×( * ) , where C out is the number of output features. Thus, the DRC operation can be stated as h dr ( {k} ) = { } = { } * Г ∈ ℝ N×C out . (10) Figure 3 illustrates the dimension reduction convolution operation.
Spatio-Temporal LSTM
At each time step t of the input sequence, the spatial dependencies are modeled with our proposed TGC module. Then, the TGC output sequence is fed to the spatio-temporal LSTM for learning of dynamic temporal dependencies. In the proposed model, as in Cui et al. 2018 and Li et al. 2018 , the gates are structured as the vanilla LSTM with input vector replaced by the reshaped TGC outputs, dr {k} ∈ . The forget gate f t , input gate i t , output gate o t , input cell state ̃ are defined as
̃= tanh(
where • denotes the matrix multiplication; W f GC , , , and ∈ ℝ h size ×C out denotes the weight parameter matrices for the mapping from the inputs to the hidden states for the corresponding gates of LSTM, and the input cell state; h t ∈ ℝ ℎ denotes the hidden state with h size neurons; W f hidden , W i hidden , ℎ , and W C hidden ∈ ℝ ℎ ×ℎ are the weight parameter matrices for mapping from previous hidden state to the next hidden state in the corresponding gates; and , , , and ∈ ℝ h size are the bias vectors. Then the cell state and the hidden state are defined as C t = ⊙ −1 + ⊙ (15) h t = ⊙ tanh( ) .
(16) For the forecasting problem, the last hidden state, h t is reduced to be in the input space (ℎ ) →̂+ ∈ ℝ N , and the loss is calculated.
Experiments Datasets
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we applied the model on two real-world taxi average speed datasets of Seoul, Korea. The raw GPS data is collected from DTG (Digital Tacho Graph) from taxis, and link-wise 5min average speed is processed from the GPS point data during April 2018. The dataset is collected by and available at TO-PIS (topis.seoul.go.kr) Urban-core It refers to the data collected from roads in Gangnam District in Seoul. The location is one of the busiest areas in Korea. In order to investigate the performance of the model in traffic network with homogeneous road link characteristics, we excluded the roads with a speed limit of values other than 60km/h in this dataset. The roads with speed limit of 60km/h indicate that the roads are urban arterials, and more than 80% of roads in the entire Seoul dataset have 60km/h speed limit. Finally, the dataset contains 304 roads. The first 21 days are used as the training set, the following 6 as the validation set, and the remaining as the test set.
Table 1. The speed limit distribution in the urban-mix dataset
Urban-mix The urban-mix dataset covers the area near the Han river including the area covered by the urban dataset. The horizontal span of the area is from Cheonho bridge to Dongjak bridge. The traffic network consists of roads with heterogeneous characteristics including highways, alleys, urban arterials, and bridges. The roads not only have various speed limits but also serve many types of purposes. Finally, the dataset contains 1,007 roads, and the speed limit distribution is in Table 1 . The training, validation, and test sets are divided by the same proportion as the urban dataset.
Evaluation Metric and Baselines
For the performance measure of our experiments, we choose Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Mean Average Error (MAE). Also, we compare MW-TGC with 5 baseline models (2 statistical, 1 simple deep learning, and 2 graph convolution networks) for the performance evaluation: 1) Historical Average (HA); 2) Vector Auto-Regressive model (VAR); 3) Feed-Forward Neural network (FNN); and 4) Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks (ST-GCN) (Yu, Yin, and Zhu 2018) .
For all deep learning model, we set the batch size to 50, the number of epochs to 50, and the initial learning rate to 1e-3 with a decay rate of 0.7 for every 5 epochs. For MW-TGC, the number of output channels for dimension reduction convolution is set to 4. The performance is measured at the forecasting horizon of T p = 6 (30min), 9 (45min), and 12(60min). We conducted experiments on the prepared dataset to compare the performance of the proposed model with the 5 baseline methods. Table 2 and 3 shows the performance of each model on the two datasets. For urban-core dataset, using plain, speed limit-ratio, distance, and angle weighted adjacency matrices yields the best results, and for urban-mix dataset, using speed limit-ratio, speed limit-category, speed limit-change, and distance weighted adjacency matrices yields the best results. Up to 3-rank adjacency matrices are used for both datasets.
Performance Comparison
From Table 2 and 3, MW-TGC shows the best performance over the other baseline methods in all 3 evaluation metrics. As a result of the experiment, we observe that even a simple deep learning model (FNN) outperforms the traditional statistical methods (HA, and VAR). Although the statistical models have advantage in clarity in analyzing the value of derived parameters, the deep learning models certainly yield more accurate predictions on forecasting tasks. In urban-core dataset, the GCN baseline model outperforms simple FNN model. In contrast, as the size of the network increases and the characteristics of roads become more heterogeneous, the FNN model produces better performance than ST-GCN. In case of the proposed MC-TGC, the model achieves more accurate forecast than all baseline models in both datasets. This indicates that the graph convolution with multiple weights consideration scheme efficiently captures the dynamicity in traffic network graph and appropriately help the model to incorporate the achieved information into the forecasting problem. Also, by comparing the performance gain in the separate datasets, we observe that the performance gain in the urban-mix dataset is by far larger. For urban-mix dataset, RMSE for 1-hour prediction improves by 45.0% compared to the HA, while for urban-core dataset, the improvement for the same task is 25.2%. This implies that when heterogeneity among roads exists, MW-TGC takes advantage of having more information about the network structure, which leads to relatively better performance on traffic forecasting task. Another implication is that the performance of the proposed model can be enhanced by having more information about the traffic network, such as the number of lanes, the number of signals, and land uses. figure 4 are RMSE of predictions made on each road. For ST-GCN, 68 roads are 2 standard deviations off from the mean and for MW-TGC, 56 roads are, implying that the proposed model shows more robust performance. Also, among the roads with 30 highest RMSE of ST-GCN, 6 roads have speed limit of 60km/h, 23 roads, of 80km/h, and 1 road of 100km/h. It is well demonstrated that the current approach to graph convolution does not recognize the different dynamics among the roads. In contrast, for MW-TGC, 12 roads have speed limit of 80km/h and 12 have 60km/h. Although it is far off the ratio of 60km/h to 80km/h roads (818 to 76), the proposed model achieved more robust performance compared to ST-GCN.
To make comparison between different graph weights, we visualize weight parameters for each rank 1 weighted adjacency matrix for sampled nodes. Figure 5(a) is the visualization of the sampled nodes and their corresponding edges, and figure 5(b) is the visualized weight parameter matrices. In the sample network, the node number 1~16 and 29 are highways having speed limit of 80km/h and 17~46 except 29 are urban roads having speed limit of 60km/h. From the values of weight parameters, we can find that the speed limit related weights and distance weight have opposite trend. At highways, weight values for speed limit related adjacencies mostly have positive weights, but for distance, the values are mostly negative. The behavior of the weights corresponding to the distance weighted adjacency, may be due to that the average length is longer in highway roads (1,148.6m) than it is in urban roads (588.4m). It implies that the MW-TGC learns the parameter with given information about traffic network features.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a novel model for multi-weighted spatio-temporal graph convolution is proposed for and achieved significant performance improvement in traffic forecasting task on two real-world traffic speed datasets. The model suggests a way to feed multiple types of weights, or information, into a single graph convolutional network. Experiment result shows that MW-TGC outperforms other state-of-the-art graph convolution models. As shown in the comparison between the results of two study areas, the performance gain is larger in the urban-mix dataset, implying that the proposed model captures the heterogeneity of the roads within a traffic network. By implementing different weights, the MW-TGC can replenish the lack of information in current GCN models. In the future work, we plan to further assess the structural dynamics of transportation network based on network science. Node centrality measures such as betweenness and closeness centrality can enhance the learning ability of a model. The layered complex network (Kurant and Thiran 2006a; Kurant and Thiran 2006b) concept, which builds separate graph according to different edge weights, can be incorporated to our framework to reflect more dynamics of networks. In addition, we plan to construct a model to take long-term temporal dependencies, or long-term attention as additional features to improve the forecasting accuracy. Future works may scale to more various applications in the transportation domain, such as taxi-demand approximation and travel time estimation.
